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disease contexts. 18 One such epigenetic age predictor is the epigenetic clock developed by Steve Horvath, 7 which was trained on a wide range of tissue types to produce a highly accurate predictor of epigenetic age independent of tissue type or mitotic potential. As demonstrated by Horvath 7 in his original article, however, the utility of epigenetic age predictors as applied to cancer tissue remains uncertain. Horvath observed highly heterogeneous changes in the epigenetic landscape across cancer types, and the functional relevance of those changes when applied to the dysregulated and aberrant machinery of cancer cells remains unknown. Horvath's clock showed age accelerations ranging in magnitude and direction when applied to cancer with few discernible pan-cancer patterns, 19 but other groups have since attempted to design epigenetic clocks capable of more transparently reflecting cancer biology. One such effort resulted in the epigenetic Timer Of Cancer (epiTOC) 13 developed by Yang and colleagues, which was designed to reflect the number of mitotic divisions a cell has undergone.
Epigenetic changes are increasingly recognized as potential contributors to malignant transformation and progression of cancer, as specific gains and losses of DNA methylation throughout the cancer genome are predictive of treatment response and survival. This is particularly true in gliomas, where DNA methylation sites that predict treatment response have been defined, such as O 6 -methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase (MGMT) promoter methylation. 20 Additionally, DNA methylation-based phenotypes of gliomas such as glioma CpG island methylator phenotype (G-CIMP), 21 characterized by global hypermethylation of CpG islands, have been shown to reflect highly prognostic subgroupings of gliomas that are predictive of survival even after accounting for histopathological type and World Health Organization (WHO) grade. 22 The G-CIMP methylation phenotype has in turn been shown to be associated with isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH) mutation, and glioma molecular classification has been explored using a variety of approaches and features, including IDH-mutation status, 1p/19q codeletion status, telomerase reverse transcriptase mutation, as well as RNA and DNA methylation profiling. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] In this study, we investigated epigenetic aging in glioma using 2 independently designed epigenetic clocks, Horvath's clock 7 and epiTOC, 13 and we assessed associations of these aging markers to glioma subtype, survival, and tumor recurrence. Through this in-depth analysis, we demonstrate the applications of epigenetic age as a marker in glioma and provide an example of the utility of epigenetic aging markers when focused on a specific cancer type.
Methods

DNA Methylation Data
Illumina HumanMethylation450 BeadChip DNA methylation data 30 in normalized beta values format (Level 3) was downloaded from The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) Legacy Archive (http://cancergenome.nih.gov/) for all available lower-grade glioma (LGG) and glioblastoma (GBM) cases. Five hundred sixteen LGG cases in TCGA had methylation data generated using the Illumina 450k platform, and 142 GBM cases had methylation data generated with the 450k platform and were included in this analysis. Relevant clinical data and case annotations (including molecular subtyping) on TCGA glioma cases were obtained from the most recent TCGA glioma study published by Ceccarelli et al 22 (Table 1) . One GBM case with 450k methylation data was not annotated and therefore was excluded from analysis, for a total of 657 DNA methylation profiles (516 LGG and 141 GBM). Normalized beta values generated on the Illumina HumanMethylation450 BeadChip on normal brain tissue were obtained on 136 samples (including glial, neural, and bulk samples) collected post mortem from 58 individuals as part of a previous study published by Guintivano et al. 31 All normal brain methylation array data are publicly available under Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) accession GSE41826.
For the primary-recurrent analysis, raw IDAT methylation data generated on the Illumina HumanMethylation450 BeadChip on glioma recurrences were obtained from 63 samples from 18 patients from a study previously published by Mazor et al. 32 For this dataset, normalized beta values were calculated from raw intensity files using the minfi package (v1.20.2) in R using quantile normalization preprocessing. 33 These samples represent mostly primaryfirst recurrence pairs, with additional samples composed of multiple samples from the same tumor. If multiple samples were taken from the same tumor, the epigenetic age of that tumor was estimated as the average epiTOC and Horvath epigenetic age of all samples that were
Importance of the study
Epigenetic age, a measure that is modeled using age-associated hyper-or hypomethylation of specific regions of the genome, has been suggested as a potentially useful marker in cancer prediction and prognosis. Not only is age the greatest single predictor of cancer risk, but studies have demonstrated epigenetic age acceleration in precancerous tissue and suggested that epigenetic aging in cancerous tissue reflects coherent epigenetic modifications. Here we investigate a focused application of 2 independent epigenetic aging models to high quality DNA methylation data obtained in gliomas, which comprise the majority of malignant brain tumor diagnoses but represent a highly heterogeneous class of tumors in terms of histology, molecular characterization, and prognosis. We demonstrate that this focused approach can yield insight into coherent modifications of the epigenome related to prognostic subtypes of glioma, and show that epigenetic aging of glioma tumor tissue can provide insight into survival and recurrence.
taken from the single tumor. In one case, patient 4, samples were taken from second and third recurrent tumors as well. One patient was dropped from analysis because records indicated that the second sample was residual disease rather than recurrence. All raw primary and recurrence methylation array intensity data are available under European Genome-Phenome Archive (EGA) accession EGAS00001001255.
Validation data for glioma subtyping associations were aggregated from 3 glioma DNA methylation studies. [25] [26] [27] Data are available under GEO accessions GSE30339, GSE36278, and GSE61160. Pediatric gliomas were excluded, resulting in 203 glioma cases available for validation. Validation data for primary-recurrent analysis were obtained from Bai et al 34 and are available under EGA accession EGAS00001001588, representing 24 individual primary-recurrent glioma pairs.
Calculations of epigenetic age
Epigenetic ages were calculated on all samples using R v3.3.2 according to previously published methods. 7, 13 
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Horvath clock age was calculated for LGG, GBM, normal, and primary-recurrent studies separately, with the normalization feature applied. Age acceleration for Horvath's clock was defined as Horvath's predicted age − chronological age at diagnosis/tumor resection. Age acceleration for epiTOC was defined as epiTOC value − predicted epiTOC value for a given age based on linear regression of epiTOC aging on normal brain samples. Performance of the linear regression model of epiTOC aging in normal brain was assessed and considered adequate for purposes of calculating epiTOC age acceleration (Supplementary Figure S8) .
Statistics and Survival
All statistical analysis was performed in R v3.3.2. Multiple imputation of Karnofsky performance score (KPS; 300 cases), MGMT promoter methylation (6 cases), and panglioma DNA methylation cluster (6 cases) was done via the mice package in R 35 using predictive mean matching. Multiple imputation was performed 100 times, with each imputation undergoing 10 iterations to generate pooled estimates for survival modeling. Assessment of imputation performance was done by plotting imputed distributions against complete data distributions without any signs of bias. Linear model diagnostics were performed and linear assumptions were not shown to be violated. Comparison of clock associations was performed using Pearson correlations and linear modeling, with hypothesis testing performed on Pearson correlations. Comparison of strength of correlations was performed by Williams test between 2 correlations sharing one variable. Hypothesis testing of the interaction between IDH-mutation and 1p/19q codeletion status and epiTOC/Horvath association was performed on the coefficients of the interaction terms using linear modeling. Reported R 2 values were calculated using linear modeling on reported variables. Multivariable Cox regression analysis was performed on pooled multiple imputations utilizing survival. All variables were tested for violations of the proportional hazards assumption and none were found by visual inspection of Schoenfeld residuals or by the Schoenfeld test of each variable to have significant timedependent coefficient estimates.
Results
Glioma Epigenetic Age
In order to investigate changes in epigenetic aging and its possible utility as a prognostic marker in glioma, we applied Horvath's clock and epiTOC to 657 total glioma DNA methylation profiles classified as 141 GBM and 516
LGG cases in TCGA. We elected to use Horvath's clock due to its universal applicability across tissue types, 7 which makes it uniquely suited for estimating epigenetic age of tumors without bias as to tumor heterogeneity and composition. Horvath's clock is not significantly attributable to any specific cellular functions, however, so we complemented our study with epiTOC, a DNA methylation-driven mitotic clock previously shown to be advanced in precancerous and cancerous tissues in association with expected mitotic age. 13 It should be noted that epiTOC values are a unitless score reflecting cumulative DNA methylation that has been previously shown to be correlated to estimated number of cell divisions, but does not have a precise quantitative interpretation.
We first examined the clocks' correlation with patient chronological age to investigate the extent of epigenetic age dysregulation. When applied to glioma tissue, both Horvath's clock and epiTOC exhibited near-universal acceleration compared with normal brain (Fig. 1) . Some small variations were observed across cellular components in normal brain (Supplementary Figure S1 ), but these differences were dwarfed by the changes in epigenetic age observed in comparison to glioma tissue. Acceleration of Horvath's clock in brain tumors is consistent with Horvath's previous results in smaller, non-TCGA GBM datasets. 19 LGGs also followed a general pattern of age acceleration. Both clocks appeared to show agedependent variance, with tumors diagnosed in older patients showing greater levels of acceleration from normal clock values. Despite the observed age acceleration, modest correlation between age at diagnosis and epiTOC (Pearson correlation coeff = 0.59, R 2 = 0.35, P < 2.2E-16), as well as age at diagnosis and Horvath's clock (Pearson coeff = 0.50, R 2 = 0.25, P < 2.2E-16) was maintained in LGG (Fig. 1A, C, Supplementary Table S1 ). This correlation was notably weaker in GBM than in LGG (Pearson correlation coeff = 0.17, 0.32, R 2 = 0.02, 0.09, P < 2.2E-16 and 2.40E-4 for epiTOC and Horvath, respectively), possibly due to the fact that GBMs are generally diagnosed in older patients and older patients appear to have greater clock variance at diagnosis compared with younger patients. Additionally, Horvath's clock appeared to be less accelerated in GBMs compared with LGGs, a distinction that was not observed using epiTOC. Both Horvath's clock and epiTOC recapitulated their reliability as aging markers in normal tissue, with Horvath's clock being highly predictive of age and epiTOC showing modest but steady advancement in normal brain tissue with increasing age (Fig. 1, Supplementary  Table S1 ).
Horvath's Clock and epiTOC Association
Horvath's clock is independent of mitosis by design, whereas epiTOC is designed to be a mitotic clock, and the 2 clocks share only a single CpG probe in common. Hence, we next investigated whether the age measurements of these 2 clocks were associated with each other in glioma. We found a stronger association between the 2 epigenetic age measurements in glioma tumor tissue than either clock with chronological age (Fig. 2, Supplementary  Table S2 ), which was found to be statistically significant (epiTOC:Horvath's clock versus epiTOC:chronological age and Horvath's clock:chronological age, P = 6.2E-22, 5.4E-10, respectively in GBM and P = 5.7E-22, 7.3E-11, respectively in LGG). This suggests that glioma DNA methylomes are still coherently modified even though the expected associations with chronological age in normal tissue have deteriorated. Of further note, the slope of the association between the 2 clocks is shallowest in normal tissue, indicating relatively slow advancement of the mitotic clock Table S2 ). In LGG, however, the slope of this relationship is markedly steeper compared with normal, and in GBM it is even steeper than in LGGs (fitted LM slopes = 1.25E-3 and 2.40E-3 for LGG and GBM, respectively), suggesting that although the clocks display a degree of coherent modification, the associations of these changes in methylation differ based upon tumor type. This effect, modeled as the interaction effect of LGG versus GBM on epiTOC age against Horvath's clock age was statistically significant (coeff = −0.0010, P < 2E-16, LGG:Horvath age on epiTOC).
Epigenetic Clocks and Glioma Subtype
Studies have previously demonstrated that a small number of key molecular features are capable of categorizing gliomas into distinct groups with demonstrable differences in DNA methylation, RNA expression, and clinical outcome. 22, 29 We examined whether there were differences in epigenetic age across these known glioma molecular subtypes, in particular those defined by IDH1/2 mutation status and 1p/19q codeletion. Wildtype IDH (IDH-wt) gliomas make up the vast majority of GBMs, and histologically categorized LGGs that are IDH-wt have similar clinical outcomes to GBMs. When LGGs were categorized into known prognostic molecular subtypes, IDH-wt LGGs showed a similar epigenetic aging profile to GBM, underscoring a growing understanding of IDH-wt gliomas as members of a common glioma subgroup regardless of WHO grade 22 ( Fig. 2A,  B) . Because of this similarity, we reexamined the associations that were previously observed across WHO grade across IDH-mutation-1p/19q codeletion status instead of WHO grade. When broken down by IDH-mutation-1p/19q codeletion status, each group exhibited distinct epigenetic aging patterns (Fig. 1B, Supplementary Figure S2) . 
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Tumors with IDH mutation and 1p/19q codeletion (IDHmut-codel) showed the highest levels of age acceleration as measured using Horvath's clock, and IDH-wt gliomas showed the lowest levels of age acceleration. This finding was interesting not only because it reflects broad methylome changes that distinguish IDH-mut gliomas, which are known to be globally hypermethylated at CpG islands (ie, G-CIMP), 21 but also because these levels of age acceleration reflect an overall negative association of age acceleration with survival in gliomas, as IDH-wt gliomas and IDH-mut-codel gliomas have the worst and best prognoses of the 3 subtypes, respectively. These differences in epigenetic age, while still statistically significant, were less clear using epiTOC and did not appear to reflect any apparent trend (Supplementary Figure S3) . Notably, the association observed previously between epiTOC and Horvath's clock appeared to also be dependent on IDH-mutation-1p/19q codeletion status, with IDH-wt showing the steepest epiTOC/Horvath clock slope followed by IDH-mut-codel and then IDH-mut-noncodel gliomas (Fig. 2B, Supplementary Table S2 ). This interaction between IDH-mutation-1p/19q codeletion status was shown to be statistically significant (coeff = 6.7E-4, 8.4E-4, P = 2.6E-9, 1.48E-14, for IDH-mut-noncodel and IDH-wt, respectively, interaction with Horvath's age on epiTOC).
The IDH-wt subgroup was then further categorized into DNA methylation-based signature subgroupings previously identified by Ceccarelli et al in a recent TCGA pan-glioma study. 22 Despite sharing only a relatively small proportion of probes between subtyping signature probes and clock probes (Fig. 2C) , these subgroups based on methylation clustering exhibited distinct patterns of epigenetic aging (Fig. 3) . The classic-like DNA methylation subtype demonstrated the highest level of epiTOC mitotic acceleration compared with other methylation subtypes; however, the IDH-mut-codel subtype had the highest level of age acceleration according to Horvath's clock. No significant differences in epigenetic age were observed between the G-CIMP-high and G-CIMP-low IDH-mutant subtypes identified by Ceccarelli et al, which is interesting due to the expectation of global methylation differences between the 2 according to their previously published description. Strong reversals of epigenetic age were observed in the LGm6-GBM subtype and pilocytic astrocytoma (PA)-like subtype. Interestingly, these 2 subgroups were indistinguishable using the CpG probe sets utilized by Ceccarelli et al and were distinguished by histology. However, our epigenetic clock aging study suggests the PA-like group is additionally distinguishable from LGm6-GBM by a severely regressed epiTOC age compared with other IDH-wt gliomas and even compared with normal brain (Fig. 2D,  Fig. 3 ). These findings as a whole contribute evidence that epigenetic age in gliomas may reflect coherent changes in the tumor methylome that are biologically and clinically relevant.
Validation of Pan-Glioma Epigenetic Clock Associations
To validate the associations we observed in gliomas across tumor epiTOC and Horvath's clock age, patient age at diagnosis, and methylation subtype, we aggregated Illumina 450k DNA methylation data across several glioma studies, which to our knowledge represent all largescale study 450k DNA methylation data currently available in gliomas [25] [26] [27] (Supplementary Table S6 ). We ran similar tests compared with our analysis on the data from TCGA. Although 1p/19q codeletion information was not available for the entire validation set, we observed similar patterns of epigenetic clock associations with patient age at diagnosis, as well as epiTOC association with Horvath's clock depending on IDH-mutation status (Supplementary Figure S4) . Furthermore, we observed similar patterns of epigenetic age acceleration across previously identified methylation subtypes in our validation set (Supplementary Figure S5 ) compared with our initial TCGA dataset. As a whole, these findings suggest that the patterns of epigenetic aging in glioma are reproducible and represent coherent changes in 
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epigenetic modification. Epigenetic aging patterns appear to be associated with IDH-mutation status as well as the methylation subtype classifications previously identified by Ceccarelli et al. Distinguishable patterns in epigenetic age of these different subtypes suggest that outside of signature molecular features such as IDH-mutation status and methylation subtype signature, these glioma subtypes are subject to coherent modifications of their epigenome that can be estimated by their epigenetic age.
Survival Modeling
To assess whether either epigenetic clock was associated with glioma survival, we performed Cox regression modeling on the pan-glioma TCGA dataset with known glioma survival predictors, including age at diagnosis, WHO grade, IDH-mutation-1p/19q codeletion status, MGMT promoter methylation, 20 and KPS. 36 A large proportion of glioma cases in TCGA were missing KPS information, therefore Cox regression was performed on both complete cases as well as an imputed dataset for comparison (using multiple imputation 35 ). Cox modeling of survival on complete cases only affirmed the predictive power of age, IDH-mutation-1p/19q codeletion status, WHO grade, and KPS across all models tested (Supplementary Table  S3 ). Inclusion of epiTOC with the base model in complete cases demonstrated a significant, negatively associated effect on survival (P = 0.016), but Horvath's clock did not (P = 0.10). When both clocks were included in the model, however, epiTOC marginally lost its statistically significant association (P = 0.06), possibly due to collinearity with Horvath's clock. Imputation of missing KPS allowed for inclusion of 236 additional cases with 55 additional recorded death events in the analysis (Supplementary  Table S4 ). Pooled analysis again affirmed the importance of age, IDH-mutation-1p/19q codeletion status, and WHO grade across all models, but significant association of KPS with survival was lost. This larger analysis reaffirmed epiTOC as significantly associated with survival in addition to the base model (P = 0.025, Table 2 ). An additional, significant negative association of Horvath's clock age with survival was detected (P = 0.0003, Table 2 ). Addition of both clocks to the base model showed no significant contribution of epiTOC to survival, but the negative association of Horvath's clock to survival persisted (P = 0.003). The loss of significance of epiTOC in the combined epigenetic clocks model is likely due to collinearity. As previously mentioned, epiTOC and Horvath's clock are highly correlated (Pearson's coeff = 0.76, P < 2.2E-16 across all samples). Multivariable model results as well as detailed demographic information for both complete and imputed cases are included for completeness ( Table 2, Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 ). Taken as a whole, these results suggest a possible negative association between epigenetic age of glioma tissue and patient survival in addition to known associated clinical variables and molecular features.
This survival association was unable to be independently validated in our validation dataset, however. With inclusion of age at diagnosis, IDH-mutation status, and WHO grade as predictive variables, epiTOC and Horvath clock age were not associated significantly with survival (P = 0.44 and 0.97 for epiTOC and Horvath's clock age, respectively). However, it should be noted that our validation data were significantly smaller (n = 203) than even the complete, nonimputed dataset of TCGA. Furthermore, because our validation dataset was aggregated across multiple studies, molecular and clinical annotations were incomplete, forcing us to run a simplified model lacking 1p/19q codeletion status, KPS, and MGMT promoter methylation. While our findings in TCGA data suggest there may be an independent association with epigenetic age and survival in glioma, it remains to be seen whether this finding can be validated in similarly large DNA methylation studies.
Epigenetic aging of tumor recurrences
We further investigated changes in epigenetic age across low-grade primary gliomas and paired recurrences from 16 patients in a previous study published by Mazor et al. 32 We found diverse changes in epigenetic age across glioma recurrences. Recurrent tumors showed a variety of aging changes, with some tumors having marginally regressed age, some having near-equivalent aging compared with normal tissue, and some demonstrating highly accelerated aging between their primary and recurrent tumors (Fig. 4) . This diversity was observed across both epigenetic clocks. The rate of this aging was not associated with histopathological diagnosis of the primary or recurrent tumors or treatment type. The primary-recurrent analysis also yielded interesting insight into heterogeneity of epigenetic age within a tumor. We observed that even within samples obtained from the same tumor, epigenetic ages could vary significantly, as seen in the primary tumors of Patients 1, 4, 18, and 90, and the first recurrent tumor of Patient 1 (Fig. 4) . Interestingly, comparing epigenetic age of different tumor portions with published predicted lineage 32 using somatic mutation and methylation dynamics shows that in some cases the epigenetic age reflects similarity of the tumor to germline cells, which is the case for the "youngest" sample from Patient 90 (identified in original publication as Patient90 Initial C), but can also be counterintuitive, as the outlying primary tumor sample from Patient 18 (Patient18 Initial A) is predicted to be closely related in lineage to at least 2 of the other primary samples.
A negative correlation was observed between time to recurrence and epigenetic age difference between primary and recurrent tumors using Horvath's clock (Pearson's correlation −0.56, P = 0.025; Supplementary Figure S7) ; however, this finding could not be recapitulated in a validation dataset of LGG methylation 34 (Pearson's correlation 0.18, P = 0.39; Supplementary Figure S8) . Although no additional significant associations were found between primary-recurrent epigenetic age differences and time to recurrence, it should be noted that this may still reflect an underlying relationship between epigenetic aging and recurrence. If primary-recurrent gliomas all aged at similar rates, we would have expected an overall increase in epigenetic age differences as time to recurrence increased; however, this was not observed in either test or validation dataset. To illustrate this point visually, we adjusted differences in epigenetic age by time to recurrence to obtain an estimate of epigenetic aging rate over the period of time Figures S6 and S7 ). The observation that epigenetic age differences are relatively unassociated with time to recurrence suggests that tumors that recur quickly might be aging more quickly, and that tumors that recur slowly are aging at a relatively slower rate. Neither clock age in primary or recurrent tumors was significantly associated with survival or time to recurrence when considered alone.
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Discussion
By focusing our analysis scope on gliomas, we were able to identify patterns of epigenetic aging in tumor tissue that reflect known prognostic molecular subtypes. In addition, we were able to identify aging patterns that may contribute to glioma survival independent of molecular subtype and other known prognostic factors, and gained insight into epigenetic aging of tumors between primary and recurrence.
In our investigation of glioma epigenetic aging, we discovered that different subtypes of glioma demonstrated different epigenetic aging patterns. This observation not only contributes an independent line of verification of these subtypes as distinct biological classifications, but also showed that epigenetic age may be a useful measurement for further elucidating differences within molecular subtypes, such as between LGm6-GBM and PA-like gliomas, which were previously distinguished histologically rather than molecularly.
Within gliomas, we observed that overall lower epigenetic age is associated with poor survival. IDH-wt gliomas, which have generally poorer prognosis than IDH-mutant gliomas, had lower epigenetic age acceleration compared with IDH-mutant gliomas. These trends are contrary to most epigenetic aging studies, which have generally found that advanced epigenetic age is often associated with higher risks of disease and mortality in normal tissues. This opposite finding within glioma samples may be indicative of biological mechanisms in gliomas that oppose epigenetic aging and that lead to more aggressive or treatment-resistant disease. Another possible explanation for observed differences in epigenetic age is that age measurements may be reflective of variable tumor compositions, a factor that must be considered when studying invasive and highly heterogeneous tumors such as gliomas, particularly given the evidence that stemlike cells have younger epigenetic clocks. 7 Currently, the biological drivers that determine epigenetic aging in gliomas remain unknown, and therefore the relationship of epigenetic age to biological mechanisms in glioma survival remains open for further investigation. There were several limitations to our analysis that bear mentioning. While missing KPS scores were imputed to provide as complete a dataset as possible and all efforts were made to prevent bias, there were differences in male/ female ratio and between MGMT promoter methylation statuses between imputed cases and cases with complete data (Supplementary Tables S3 and S4 ). Furthermore, the survival associations with epigenetic clock age could not be validated in limited available data, emphasizing the need for additional large, high quality methylation data in glioma to investigate these types of associations. We also note that the strong correlation between the 2 epigenetic clocks is an interesting finding in itself, but likely contributes to collinearity in our survival models. Inclusion of recurrent gliomas in our analysis allowed for study of epigenetic aging in gliomas over time. Although no reproducible association between primary-recurrent epigenetic age difference and time to recurrence was observed, the lack of this expected association intuitively reflects variable aging rates across gliomas. Given that the majority of primary-recurrent pairs move in the same positive direction measured by both epigenetic clocks, however, it seems unlikely that the epigenetic aging process is altogether dysregulated. This lack of association between epigenetic aging and time to recurrence can be explained by higher aging rate in faster recurrences and slower aging rate in delayed recurrences, but the evidence for this in our data is circumstantial. Our primary-recurrent analysis showed evidence of significant intratumoral heterogeneity with regard to epigenetic age, and the variety of treatments and responses of patients after resection of their primary glioma complicates any firm conclusions that can explain these variable aging rates. This observation is therefore not necessarily useful for predicting recurrence using epigenetic age, but is reported here solely to serve as a reference for further investigation into the drivers of epigenetic aging in gliomas.
Although epigenetic clocks appear broadly dysregulated in cancer without any clear pan-cancer utility, application of epigenetic clocks specifically to glioma demonstrated that epigenetic age can be a potentially useful biomarker in isolated cancer contexts. Furthermore, we identified the need for additional investigation of the mechanisms of epigenetic aging in glioma, where we observed associations between epigenetic age, glioma subtypes, and glioma survival and recurrence.
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